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Mobile Multimedia in Society
During the last three or four years, mobile multimedia has become a part of everyday
life. Although statistically speaking, mobile multimedia is not a major success, most
phones sold today have multimedia capacities. With them, one can not just call and
send text messages, but also capture and share various types of media, including
pictures and sound, video, music, and also use interactive multimedia content on the
Web. There are even dreams about fully-fledged mobile TV making a breakthrough at
some point in near future.
Recently, Gergen (2008) has analyzed mobile telephony in political process and
democracy. Mobile communication is an important constituent of what Gergen calls
“the proactive Mittelbau,” opinion-formation and action that is rooted in the
independent realities of civil society rather than in the opinions of political elites or
mass media. In his opinion, mobile phones change the nature of mediated
communication. With them, people are able to organize political protests, as the
ousting of Joseph Estrada, the formed president of the Philippines shows (see
Rheingold 2003a). The history of he left his position was largely a story of urban
crowds organizing massive demonstrations with mobile phones and text messages.
With messages such as “Go 2EDSA, Wear blck,” people organized a series of
demonstrations at Epifanio de los Santos Avenue (EDSA), a major Manila
thoroughfare (Rheingold, 2003a: 157-160).
However, Gergen also paints a darker picture. In this vision, civil society is replaced
by small communication clusters, which increasingly take the role previously played
by public venues. When in trouble, we do not turn to our fellow beings, but call our
friends to get advice, therapy, or to simply get entertained. Political communication
shifts to “monadic clusters.” In these clusters, people focus on immediate life and
micro-relationships at the cost of civic concerns. If they focus on issues relevant to
democracy, they construct their opinions with their friends and acquaintances rather
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than in political parties or by participating in community decision-making. Initial
evidence of mobile multimedia tends to point to the last picture (Koskinen 2007, Part
4).

This paper attempts to look at some of the more recent developments of mobile
multimedia. The first question is whether mobile multimedia, to use commercial
computer slang, is in its second phase, and what kind of thing it is, if it exists. The
second question deals with its social consequences. Hence, the title Mobile
Multimedia 2.0 is written with a question mark.

Mobile Multimedia 2.0
Mobile telephony has come a long way in a short spate of time. With the possible
exception of Japan’s i-Mode, mobile multimedia was largely experimental in 20002001. Mobile telephony had become ubiquitous in Scandinavia and some of the Asian
“Tiger” economies. Text messages were also becoming everyday things. Thus, we
could see people exchanging news, telling about their whereabouts, teasing, joking,
gossiping, and doing many other ordinary affairs by texting. The figures are
astonishing. For example, in 2005 in Norway, a country of 4.5 million inhabitants
with one of the highest mobile phone penetration rates in the world, 504,000 text
messages were sent every hour, making over 12 million daily text messages (source:
Rich Ling, e-mail).
Handset manufacturers were pushing new technologies to the market. Starting from
Europe in which phones and connections were sold as packages first, multimedia
phones started to get to the market around 2002. With them, one could add media
content to a message. Thus, instead of just texting, one could add (first) pictures and
(later) sound to a message. However, from a human point of view, this is barely more
than an enriched text message. Even if one adds sounds or video to a message, it is
still just an extension of a previous technology.
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In contrast to this Mobile Multimedia 1.0, more recent developments in mobile
multimedia tend to utilize the capacities of the Web in ways that enrich use
potentially considerably, thus deserving a new name, Mobile multimedia 2.0. As far
as I can see, the key distinction between these two quasi-generations of mobile
multimedia is in the degree in which multimedia phones work with the Web. Several
changed changes are important here, but I want to highlight two that are particularly
important in terms of how people interact and experience their devices:

•

Browsing the Web is easier. People can browse the Web for content with their
mobile phones, including map applications, visual services of various sorts,
ranging from background images, video clips of sport to porn (which leads
technological development) and possibly even TV.

•

Sharing multimedia content is easier. More importantly, Web has become a
sharing device. Instead of sending messages to another person or to a small
group, one can download content from a mobile phone to the Web through
sites like Flickr and Youtube.

Behind these changes lies a distinction familiar from communication studies. In the
browsing mode, the Web functions like a channel for mass communication. In the
sharing mode, it becomes a social tool: it is possible to share personal content to with
far wider audience, Web being the means for this extension of the audience.
In Gergen’s terms, MM 1.0 no doubt was a technology for monadic clusters. It was if
not designed, used in ways that turned people towards their friends for fun. MM 2.0
may function differently. Although it surely is a platform for commercial applications,
it may also enable community action that is reflexive, critical, and policy-oriented.
For example, it is fairly easy to imagine a moblog (mobile blog) site maintained by
consumer groups where people could send photographs of dangerous goods or
misleading advertisements they spot in shops. Such site would collect evidence for
consumer magazines, turning camera phones into instruments of consumption
criticism. (However, it is just as easy to imagine racist groups spreading propaganda
with camera phones.)
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Thus, at the moment, mobile multimedia consists of layers. The first layer is simply
what did exist in the beginning: people could use mobile phones to capture scenes and
sounds, and share their catch with their friends. The second layer is the Web in the
phone: people can browse complex content through their phones in a more typical
mass media mode. The third layer is the most interesting one: people can share their
catch not only with their friends, but also with wider communities. Thus, in contrast
to MM 1.0, MM 2.0 integrates several communication models. Metaphorically, it is at
least a three-floor house.

Erdgeschloss: Multimedia as a Communication Tool
To illustrate how the first generation of mobile multimedia functions, we can simply
look at two messages from 1999-2002. What we have in Message 1 is a singing
postcard with a picture of a bouquet of flowers. A couple has sent this greeting to
their friend, who just turned 30. There was no follow-up, for example, a thank you
note. Messages 2 and 3 in contrast illustrate how multimedia phones could be used to
interact with others. Here, two young men – still students – had been playing floorball
(a sort of indoor hockey) on the previous day. Their team had won, but J had no
pictures from the game. He set a text message query to his friends, asking for pictures.
In response, he got a picture from E, who simultaneously asked for lunch company on
the same day.
Message 1. Happy Birthday
Text:

May you have a sunny 30th birthday! Br.
Honeytones
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01

Woman ((singing)) Happy bir[thday to you, happy

02

Man

03

Woman =[Birt(h)(h)hday to you, happy birthday to Markku,h

04

Man

05

Woman =[Happy /birthday] to you ((at the end, voice is too high))

06

Man

[*day to you ((joins
[((Singing, first out of tune and rhythm — — — — — — — —))
[((— — — — — — — — —)) ]

No recognizable ambient sound.
Message 2. Prize
((No picture))

Hi! Does anyone have good pictures from
Yesterday? For example, at least 100
pictures were taken with Toni’s camera.
Has anyone a picture of me with the
trophy?
J
Message 3. Prize, Response
It’s easy to smile when you win. Lunch
companion is available near to the School
of Business. E

In this mode, communication is interactive and mobile phones are used for many
kinds of purposes, but this communication also mostly focuses on ordinary things.
One of the questions I posed in my book on mobile multimedia (Koskinen 2007) was
whether and how society enters this communication. The answer was minimally. I
went through over 400 actual multimedia messages, but could find only a handful of
examples in which people dealt with political, economic or, say, media topics. In the
main, communication was about ordinary, mundane things and about what friends and
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acquaintances were doing. Two possible explanations for this result were obviously
the participants (young adults) and timing of the study (vacation time), but even when
one looks at messaging by older participants outside the holiday season, the result
remains.
Interestingly, though, it is the camera function that dominates writing and use, not
other multimedia functions. From the very day multimedia phones got t the market, it
has been possible to capture sound with them (a phone has to have a microphone,
after all). Still, this function is little used. Message 1 above is one of the few examples
in which the sound function was used in conjunction with camera. The reasons for
this state of affairs may simply be that it is more convenient to call than to send a
sound snippet or to leave a voice mail rather than send a sound file. Still, for enriching
pictures and for capturing interesting sounds that are then enhanced with photos (see
Frohlich 2004), the sound file function works better. The main problem may simply
be lack of imagination and lack of methods for making, say, news broadcasts – and
user interfaces that are not easy to use without practice.

1st Stock: Enter Flickr, Enter Facebook
The main difference between what first generation multimedia phones and phones
today can do is far more seamless integration with the Web. Since around 2005, one
has been able to send and download material to the Web fairly easily after having
installed software like ShoZu. While before around 2005, multimedia content at
consumer level could primarily be delivered to individual phones, or to small groups,
more recently it has become possible to share the day’s catch through the Web.
Essentially, one can create and maintain blog-like pages with the phone, using
existing services such as Flickr, Youtube, or Facebook. By managing rights on these
services, one can decide who gets to see one’s content.
For example, in Message 4, I have captured a heavy rain and a thunderstorm on the
beach in Toronto. When the rain began, a local beach bar started to play songs about
rain. When the rain was at its heaviest, they played “It Never Rains,” creating a comic
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effect I captured with my camera. Today, it is freely viewable and downloadable from
Flickr by anyone.
Message 4. It Never Rains

As far as I can say, no studies of the content of pages like this have been conducted.
However, obviously a good deal of material is just entertainment, consisting of funny
or non-ordinary occasions in ordinary life. However, more serious content is also
delivered through these services. For example, in Message 5, a New York-based
design manager is looking for designers for her company through Facebook.
When compared with MM 1.0, what is different here is the communication model.
Multimedia content is produced by individuals, but sent to the Web instead of just
individual recipients. There is a potential for community action. However, though no
data exists about the use of such things, it is probably a safe bet to say that we have
just seen the first experiments in this realm. Critical mass is not there yet, creating
content with their phones to Facebook or LinkedIn. Part of the problem is usability,
and the clumsiness of browsing and creating content with the limited interface of a
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phone. Part of the problem is pricing; despite data packaging deals, people are afraid
of the costs of data flows, and with a good reason.
Message 5. Accessing Facebook through the Phone

However, a major part of the problem also lies in method people use in
communicating. Although there is fairly good editor software in phones today, it is
one thing to take a picture of Potsdamer Platz and send it back home, and another
thing to create a 2-minute movie. Making impromptu a story that makes sense and is
interesting requires skills that few have in visual composition, storyline creation, the
use of sound, and lighting. Though few observations about such models exist (cf.
Koskinen 2007: Ch. 4), and there are several software applications to assist in, say,
creating comics with the phone (http://comeks.com/; Salovaara 2007), we know little
about what kinds of multimedia things the majority of people want to create with
phones – or whether they want to do that at all. The same argument applies to
complex services (like religion) and to so-called “4G” networks that aim to integrate
mobile telephony with sensor networks and the Web. What will certainly happen
fairly soon is that mobile phone manufacturers and operators will pre-install Webenabling software to phones so that a Google phone can download content to a
Google site, Nokia phone to, say, Yahoo’s Flickr, and so forth.
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2nd Stock: Accessing Complex Visual Content
Another novelty one finds in the mobile multimedia technoscape is traditional topdown mass media, often in an interactive form. In MM 1.0, we had wireless
application protocol (WAP), which was supposed to bring the Web to everyone’s
phone as early as 2001-2002. With the exception of Japan, which used another
technology (Matsunaga 2000), WAP was a failure commercially, though it lives on as
a background technology.
With advances in hardware and software, mobile phones have got far better in
processing graphic content, making it easier for people to browse the Web and even
create so called mash-ups for their phones – that is, create their own “opening pages”
for phones. Simultaneously, the mobile industry has restructured. As the industry
says, content and hardware is converging, with Nokia leading the way with its map
and music initiatives. With picture capture and sharing, this is the mainstream of
Mobile Multimedia 2.0. Often, it is a question of “parsing” Web content to a form that
is suitable for a mobile phone. A good example of such parsing was above in Message
5, which was a screen capture of a Facebook page for a mobile phone.
Maps provide a good example of a typical visual Web application that can be used
with a mobile phone. In Message 6, I was at the campus of Helsinki University of
Technology, and was going to Tapiola, a neighborhood nearby to get a cup of coffee
and take some photographs. I wanted to know where is the nearest café, and typed
that to my phone’s Google Maps solution. It gave me driving instructions step by
step, just as Google maps on the Web does. Similarly, one can download MP3 files to
a phone, and listen to them much as with an iPod.
With new mobile devices and technologies, people can do astonishing things.
Message 7 is from a demonstration – appropriately from the town of Nokia, Finland –
in which a man watches his own DVD box and TV programs remotely through a
mobile phone. That is, program is streamed at home to the Web, the phone contacts
that Web address, and downloads program not over the telephone network, but over
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local wireless network. The owner of this phone is an engineer who develops these
technologies for living.
Message 6. Google Map: Instructions from Helsinki University of Technology to
the Nearest Café Outside Campus

Message 7. Streaming TV Program from the Home to a Mobile Phone
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Technical advances like mobile TV have been considerable, but with the exception of
background images, few services have been successful. There are probably a great
many reasons ranging from usability problems to competition from existing, often
cheaper and more specialized technologies. However, the fact that there are
precursors like navigation devices in cars may also make mobile phones more
attractive for the man on the street, who already knows how to use these products. A
good recent example comes from European football in Germany:
The European Championship finals in football were a TV occasion with which
even radio and Internet companies managed to get high numbers of users.
Internet TV and mobile TV were not a theme. “Not yet. There are technical
problems, but it is also a question of acceptance. A laptop does not give even
picture quality, but that is also a question of generations,” said [the sport and
media researcher Josef] Hackforth in his speech. (Der Tagesspiegel, Dienstag,
1. Juli, p. 27, transl. IK).
In one area, civil journalism, the line between top-down communication and
grassroots communication is being tried out. People routinely send content they find
interesting and newsworthy to newspapers, media, and Internet media companies.
Often this is just gossip – the National Inquirer does pay for scoops – but often it also
deals with serious topics. Thus, after al-Queda bombed London metro, the best source
of pictures and video was the public who went through the mishap. After the incident,
serious newspapers like the New York Times and the Washington Post used this
“user-generated” (this word is mobile industry slang) material on their front pages
(Dunleavy 2005; Snoody, 2005). However, figures about the extent of civil
journalism are not yet here, making its importance difficult to evaluate.

Conclusions
In the beginning, I posed two questions for this paper. The answer to the first one,
whether Mobile Multimedia 2.0 exists, is yes. Mobile Multimedia has changed
enough to justify this description. Unlike its simpler predecessor, Mobile Multimedia
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1.0, MM 2.0 adds at least two new modes of communication to its predecessor.
Essentially, it integrates:

•

Functions we were familiar with in Mobile Multimedia 1.0.

•

Community-based sharing through the Web

•

Top-down communication model typical to traditional mass media. It is also
possible hat new forms of journalism are being born out of Mobile Multimedia
2.0, but that remains to be seen.

I have spoken metaphorically about Mobile Multimedia 2.0 as a three-storey house
consisting of the entrance level, and slightly more rarely used two other floors. The
main reason for introducing a neologism such as Mobile Multimedia 2.0 was simple. I
wanted to highlight the quick progress of mobile multimedia within a relatively short
spate of time, from about 2001 to 2008. I think my neologism gives a word that helps
to understand this change.
The second question dealt with a more difficult issue, the consequences of these
changes. In the main, the answer is that since to low usage, little has yet changed. The
majority of new multimedia possibilities are simply not used. Clearly, Mobile
multimedia 1.0 was not commercially successful (except for handset manufacturers),
and there is little evidence that would point to the contrary with MM 2.0 too. Some
business has emerged around maps and news, but most sharing through the Web, for
example, is just redoing things done earlier on one-to-one basis with a more powerful
technology for sharing, the Web.
Thus, what comes to the future, a couple of conjectures can be made. A great many of
new multimedia functions are meant to be enjoyed alone, making multimedia an
individualizing technology. Thus, while the first generation of mobile multimedia was
a technology for “monadic clusters,” as Gergen (2008) has characterized mobile
telephony more generally, it appears that this is the case with the current scene too.
Communication still takes place in small circles, although these circles may expand a
bit here and there due to the Web. It is difficult to see what the political implications
Mobile Multimedia 2.0 could be. Currently, there is not reason for assuming that it
would alter our world the way in which mobile telephony has done.
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